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"TRAMPING IT• THE RtJAHINES"

It rained, and rained, and rained, and rained,
The average fall ws w:ll maintained,
1
And. when the tracks wore simply bogs,
It started raining catb End dogs.
.

*

Then after a drought of half an hour,
'lie had a most refreshing shower,
lihen most curious of all. 1
A gentle rain began o fall....
1

Next day was fairlT dr,
Save for a deluge from the sky,
Thich wet the party to the skin,
And after which th ml. rain set in

4

1.

Ve wondered what
next 'ro uld get,
I
of wet,
7c got in fact
' change again,
But soon will
And tL.:n we have
lot more rain,
%

H..R.L. may not know it bu we are indebted to him for this
piece of.we.ll written poetry, and it was taken from a Southland
paper - apparently they hve % b:Lt of inclement weather doi
there too.
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EXTRACT FRON ¶?CANTAU
THE MOUITTi1.JN R'NGE
At Easter I went camping with Eiistacc
This was very foolish.
He called for me in his car. hich proceeded by fits and starts
until we had reached the foc
or at any rati, the toe 5 of Mr. Carp
on the shoulder of which was the Hub where we were to camp.
Then the trouble iegan.
','Tc,, unpacked the provisions and gear from
the back of the car, and Thistacc produced the weirdiest gadget I've
seen.
A bright and shining more or less cubical object with
various projections and a barred visor like a mediavel helmet.
tvh a t?s that, Eustaco?u ] .si<ed., busy with a sack of groceries.
Ah: said Eustace, proudly, uTht?S the reason we're going camping.
It's the very latest idea to make camping even more enjoyable.,
Its a Mountain Rango.'
"A Mount. , , Oh, I see. i stove
Does it wnk?
I Don't know, said Eustace
Its new so it viill be airight.
7/ho ' S going to carry it , anyr.ray? I wanted to known
Let's toss, said Fustece
I lost.
Believe me that retched zange had more corners that ]1 thought
possible. My back's still sore..
However, we duly arrived.; mae StoTTC too, though by this time the
darned thing weighed about half a ton,
Now, said Eustace, Tea.
Good idea, said I, where's the water.
The spring is about thre, hecodred yards away, just over the next
spur, confided. Eustaco.
Oh, said I. How about you g:iting some.
Let's toss, said Eustace.
I lost.
7hen I got back Fustaceuas sitting on his bt.nk reading by te
lightof a foul smoking oil lamp minus a glass.
Hovr's your stove?
I enquired.
,Tell, he said. I thought we e d leave it will the. morning when there's
more light.
It takes a bit of time to get the hang of it.
Tea consisted of cold ssosmon 2 bread and water, which was pretty poor.
I said as much and Eustece vent to bed in a huff.
.i Eustace after a while.
7ho'll get breakfast s . .d
You can, I said casually,
Lets toss, said E us- tace
I lost.
The range looked perfectly simTh by the morning light, so I set
it up on the hearth, and, a...... a tussle, got the visor open and
lit a fire in it.
After I had thrown it bodig outside, and the smoke cleared away
sufficiently to breathe 9 I swats; a, fire ir the quite good mdi. onous
fireplace and cooked breakfnse.
Eust ace and I were hardly or.. speaking terms, and in a small hut
where the only lamp is a huge chirneyless kerosene thing that belongs to the non-speaking p:tdner, you'll realize my restraint.
I'll draw a smoke screen over the next two days.
When we packed up to leave, the offending stove was left till last.
I looked at it. Eus ace lookati ac meThe range stared insolently
at each of us.
began Eustace.
Let's t.
9

14
No: said I
Eustace sighed as he looked book at the hut where he had left his
camping-made-easy Mountain Range. He should'nt have looked back
because he tripped over.

I helped him up, and picked up his scattered belongings.

First,

a small booklet on the working of the range, which Eustace had
apparently overlooked.
I glanced at it casually,
No wonder it
did not work.
The huge useless kerosene thing that Eustace said
was a lamp, was the burner and should have been inside the range.

I cursed Eustace for a fooI
Then I spied something else
Eustace's penny.
I picked it up casually, turned it over
Now
I've told my wife that we are not at home to Fustace, even when he
is able to sit down again.
0000000

PRIVATE TRIPS.
7;rharitj to Big Hill,. 26.,1139 to 8.12, 39
On Sunday 26th. November, two of us left Uoodville for our trip
from the Southern to the Northern end of the Puahines0 In a umld
and misty rain we climbed Ihariti, and followed the track north,

and later west.
It was wei when we camped that night,--and the
next morning we had the prospect of another bad day,.
c followed
the track Uest - a tracb very dirty in I0LCCS 9 till suddeaatly we
found ourselves looking through wisps of mist at bush cleared
valleys below us, and, in the distance. Palmerston North
We
decided. that the weather and he probable lock of a track were
against our continuing along the main ridge of the Ruahines we
followed our open spur to civilization
our camp that night
I'L
IA

on a tributary a few miles from the Pohangina, we tasted delicious
trout - or, was it eel - it was good anyhcv
On Tuesday we set
off for the Umutoi district, and after walking for miles - in the

blazing sun, each mile Seeand like three - and after welcome lifts
for about 20 miles in a car, a croon lorry, and a timber lorry, we
at last reached the old m:Lif.L
That night we visited some local
inhabitants - among them ares Snorts, the blazer of the famous
Shorts Track - who kindly supplied us with much valuable information
d helped perform running repairs on Dick's boots. Being misled
as to the distance from the Old Mill to Pohangina Hut, We did not
get an early start. We climbed up Shorts track in the blazing
sun, and found that its engineer had made an excellent job
It
was well on in the afternoon when we reached the Iron Trig but
the prospect of badweather end an u
ncomforta ble cam p urged us on
to reach Pohangina Hut.
Then ee had walked for about 3 hours
our perseverance was rewarded lay at last seeing Pohangina Hut on
the next spur. (We had passed about half a dozen "next spurs") At
7.45 we arrived dog tired at the hut, and soon turned in,
As we
felt like having an easy day are started late and reached Howlett's
in the evening (Thursday)0
The weather broke and it blew a fierce
gale, and for four days stayed thus, so that we oould'nt attempt
the crossing of the Saw Tooth Ridge,,
However, we were'nt altogether
idle, we opened up the track, made a chair from beech branches and
flax, (Tony says it is over t
hank now) shame on the, wind, and
P

visited the Tuki Tuki and slab hut, and carried up some material
for the new Howlett's hut. On Tuesday 5th. as Tony and his
barometer liked the weather prospects, we left Howletts and the
end of a perfect day srw us camped in the Waikamakar
Wednesday
dawned fine and we climbed Fenwick's Peak (LXVI) where we had an
excellent view of Ruapehu and Ngaruho, and we stopped that night
by a good tarn at the North of the saddle beyonf Naropea.
Next
morning was windy and cold. However, we kept good time past the

To Atua Mahuri, Tupari, Poipoi, and came to the bush plateau,
where we wandered about for a while till we found a good track
heading for Three Fingers.
As we started looking too soon we almos
did'nt find No Man's, but when at last we did see it - after a 13
hour day - I doubt whether wo have ever welcomed a hut so much.
Next day was fine, and after a hot tramp we lunched at Ruahine Hut.
a delightful spot, and had another hot tramp beforo reaching Big
Hill Station, the end of a. 13 days trip.
TONY DRUCE.
DICK HARRISON.
0000O0000

Eowlett's - SawTooth - Government Spur. 11 - 12th, _Maya

The gale had blown itself out in the light Southerly for which all
good Trampers pray, with snoi clovm to 4,500 ft and the rivers still
discoloured.
After the - only too usual - delays, the car left
Hastings at 7,25 and we left iV[ill Farm at 1015, On Mr Thomsen's
advice we followed the tramline up the river cocks till just short
of the 2nd side gully, then cut over the ridge, and slightly left
at the top to strike a spur into the Tukituki, which landed us
just below Ian's waterfall creak in 2 hours Many groans over
the climbing involved, but quite a useful flood route,
From here
to the Slab Hut- whose undamaged half may he called habitable took an hour, using a rope for some of the crossings. Howlett's
at dusk in just under two hours and made ourselves comfortable for
the night in its shell.
The erection gang made a shipshape job of
it in an amazingly short time. Floor a.. bit damp, drainage rather
The absence of windows and a comfOrtable night ld
a problem.
to a regrettable delay again in the morning and we did'nt get away
till 9.30 with the peak snow white and crystal clear above us. The
snow was in better order than we had hoped, mostly nicely crusted
with just a bit of step kicking and one or two strokes of the ice
axe at the summit of Turaha - one hour 50.

Frank took one eyeful

of Te Hikenga, an unbelievable crag with snow on itand said, "If
we had a camera, there'd be no holding those Wellington fellows
when tey saw the photo.
Retribution for our late start was now
hovering in the background,
A blanket of dark cloud was rolling
in from the west, crawling up the Oroua Valley to blot out the cone
of Tunepo, already occupying the Hikurangi Range, and soon Te
However, Frank was rearing to go in spite of
Hekenga and 5534.

We had already made up deficiencies in
the lateness of the hour,
ice, axes with more or less straight poles on our way along from
Howlett's, and in snc.w glasses with the most villainous looking tarpaper masks - Stan perhaps the most bloodthirsty looking ruffian 9
We had a rope - rather , short it was true, but we could make do so we roped up, redistributed the tools and set off down
At the bestof times it is narrow enough ridge - with a
Tooth.
fine lined snow crust it is fantastically so - but with the snow
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in good condition we went slap over everything, except the one
bluff near the Northern end,
Mist was down part of the time.
One unearthly view of Ruapehu through a window in the clouds
apparently hung in mid air.
No trouble but slow progress - four
hours from Tiraha to 5534.
Here it was thick mist and at first a
perplexing take off, with compass out and some difference of opinion
as to the whereabouts of the Hikurangi Ridge
However to guessed
right though the take off for the Government Spur Ridge is not well
defined, a face rather than a ridge and a devilishly steep one at
that.
Some pretty patches of hard stuff and some step cutting
necessary. By the time we were unroped, it was well on to sunset,
the cloud lifting again with Broken Ridge and South Rangi clear and
a pink glow on the snow slopes through the Kaukatau Saddle. However
it was no time for views, and we set off along the ridge piloted by
a stag, earlo±1 teen coming along the skylilie At the bush line
it was dark
We then discovered that we only, had 3 torches and
that batteries made in N,Z,. have a short effective life. Doug nobly
loaned out a spare set which wre used up in the next few .hours,.
Frank hit the start of the track, rough going at first, but well
marked and we kept to it without much trouble for most of the way
down, though unable to make a very fast pace.
Near the bottom the
track was only intermittently marked with old blazes and showed a

tendency to bear left, throwing us off directly down the slope at
two or three pieces
Finally we ran off cast left and failed to
pick it up - got panicky that we were bearing too far down into the
creek from the Kawhatau saddle, stopped for a snack and found that
out main need was water, then bore right handed down a series of
Thime 10.20 and a fine starlight
steep faces onto the river flats
night with canopies bright at he her of the valley.
After a quick
boil up we made our way down stream, with several crossings, none
difficult, and woke all the dogs in creation it seemed at the Mill

Farm at 12c, and then home to catch a few hours sleep - lucky
the two school teachers with a free day on Monday
BRUCE BEACHEY.
6009000

Trip No.. 116, No Leaders report yet to hand.
Trip No. 117, 3rd. March. Three ingers,
Leaving Big Hill Station, Kereru at 10 am. on Sunday morning,
twenty one Club Members made their way in bright sunshine up Big
Hill Strwam to Herricks Hut
Dark clouds on the Puahines melted
away as the party got nearer and except for a cold wind on top the
day was summery. Half an hour south from the hut along the foot of
Herricks Spur saw the party lunching beside Gull stream in very
Six of the number saw no reason to leave
pleasant surroundings.
such a spot but the more energetic scrambled out the far side of the
gorge and began a two hour climb up the southernmost spur of the
This represents a variety of tramping country
Three Fingers Ridge
giving patches of grass, manuka tussocks, shale, leatherwood, rock,
A stream near the top gave
birch bush and finally snow grass
previousit tired, hot trampefs a new lease of life but the wind cut
sight seeing from the top dojrn to the minimum
The descent was
made via the northern spur, a scrub and bush covered wilderness
The accepted method of progress seemed
preactically trackless

-8-to be bulldozing, while the last few hundred feet were fairly
open, and very steep where sliding in a mixture of mud, leaves
and small rocks produced some very undignified attitudes Some
went down on their feet, others did not and were less fortunate.
Down the Gull stream a short way then it became too rough so a
climb out the other side through scrub led to open ground and the

camp site.
From here a direct line was taken back towards Big
Hill stream which was reached at dusk and .followed down to the
Station, the truck and so home.
No. in Party. 21
Leader. A. Toop,
000000000

Trip No.118, Shut Eye Sc TuAtuaMahuri 16-17th. March.
Transport proved very complicated for this trip, but in dribs
and drabs the party straggled up to join the forces at Shut eye,
,and joined forces with two Deer Cullers already installed, before
dark.
Of the rest, Doug drove alone to Waipswa in the morning,
Bill went through to Gardn c rs ]VIill per motor cycle and met Doug
at 7hakarara, and Doug had by this time collected Joan. and Nora
This party reached
who had travelled down to T aipa;7a by train.
The flashes of a torch
the track entrance shortly ifter dark.
later learned to be from Los Molt outside the hutt showed the
9
party their nights lodging,

This should have proved a guiding

light but didnt, the result being that straying south of the true
course a glorinus half hour was spent squelching through acres
of tot beoro finding the ridge and scrambling up it till the
track was tripped over,
Once on the track all was well until it
came to-finding room to rest weary bodies inside the hut.
The
rafters, table and mantleshelf were all suggested as possibilities
but finally the floor claimed most victims while the old saying
"Three is a crowd." was proved conclusively in one of the bunks,,
For once the middleman lost on a deal,, (Shopkeepers please note)
A fine day saw a fairly early start for Armstrongs saddle, then

leaving two drivers behind to bring the cars around, the remainder
Lunch and a sun
carried on Northwards lon - hc mur divide
bathe on Moropa, then on past JRemutipo to the TeAtua Mahuri, the
goal, which was reached at
o'clock. Normans botanical fervour,
overboiled and he made hay while the sun shone collecting blades
of grass and carefully stowing them away in a wee bag, they all
looked the same to most of the party, but that didnt stop Norm

from having a lot of fun.

A short stop on top gave everyone

energy to cross the shingle slide and dive into the bush rst tn.o
teo camp sights on To Atua Mahuri Ridge in an effort to reach the
Thia was almost sucessfu1, only about half
Mill before dark.
og the 36 or was it 38 crossings of the Makarora being made in the
Mrs. Barker supplied a very welcome cup of tea before the
dark.
now mechanisod unit left for home y one car taking two hours, the
other four hours, while the motor bike took 24 hours - a very
disorderly retreat from the ranges.
No., in party,
9
Lead.er. W0 Hayman,

-9Trip No. 120. Purahotangihia. 7th. April.
The prospect of an easy trip brought out 24 stalwarts and notso-stalwarts for find out that the lorry was nearly half on hour
late.
One or two trusting ones arrived up to a quarter of an hour
late 'and still did'nt have to go off home straight away.
The
lorry was stopped at d side road just past Eskdale railway station
from where the crowd took off at 9.30, leaving behind one who
had the courage to do what half of the others would have liked to
do - sleep at the lorry all day.
Iffe kept to the road up the very
The
long incline, being rewarded by the inagnificient views.
Kawekas were particularly clear and the shingle slide off Cook's
Horn could be distinguished quite well.
The land between the
Kawekas and the Esk sloped gradually downhill.
The views of
Napier and Hastings appeared to afford great satisfaction to the
dwellers in same, while Mnhia was clearly defined.
Lunch was
being eaten punctually at noon on the sheltered side of a hill.
After the food was
The next two hours we ate and lay in the sun.
finished we just lay.
One or two members showed a remarkable
aptitude for tattooing goatly at the expense of a certain stick
of lipstick.
The general effect produced was commendable.
After lunch the more enegertic pushed on while the others went
down hill.
The former went on until the place where the trig
should be was cleary in sight and after gazing at it for a while
decided it was too far and went down to the railway lines. From
hero there was a weary tramp home, lightened by a brew of tea
All we back at
just as the earlier group was moving off again.
the lorry by 6 and were soon on the way, Hastings being reached at
7.30.
No. in party 24.
Leader. D. Sheppard.
000-O000

Trip No. 121, Vaikamaka 20.21st__.
3Tith 15 names down andon1y transport for lL., the scheduled trip
was modified.to take a lorry load to the Waipawa end.
Actually
13 turned out. The Napier contingent was late and then a false
start necessitated returning for a packet of clouts. Les Holt
was also picked up and we left 25 minuted late. 2 hours 10 minuted
to the mill where we located the derelict chimney and decided to
take it up, 5 memberastayin at the mill for the purpose.
The
rest took the door in and arrived t 8 4 35 3 hours 20 minutes
travelling, using torches beyond top camp, and aided by a full moon.
Some difficulty with accommod'tion, only 7 on the Maori bunk, 3 in
the upper bunks, 2 on the floor, in the bivvy (complete with Alpine
Much argument as to sleeping layout and the
booker) one more.
possibility of increasing bunk space - suggested pet name for the
Everyon slept in, hut too dark, windows
Hut, "The Sardine tin s ',
Started
urgently needed, even Doug making up for late nights.
work towards 9 am assembling and fitting door, turning girls out
of top bunks, lacing up broken netting and coering with woolpacks,
Not long
the floor a confused pile of tussock and sleeping girls.
after Les and Co. arrived., big drum effects on the chimney hood all
Frank
the way in had. rendered the carrying party slightly deaf.

-10Simpson and Ezra Bartle got busy on the fireplace, altering the
stone work to fit the hood, and made a great job of it.
Intermittent rain settled in to a soaking drizzle about midday,
however firewood was cut, the fireplace finished and the bivvy
repaired. As nothing more was left to be done and the hut was
fairly congested, the vanguard moved off about 2 pm. The rear-

guard, after a long and inconclusive argument, about further bunks,
at 2.40.
Even then Dougald, Ufl:.thle. to tear himself away., turned
back when half way up the creek on some flimsy pretext. Sleet
on the saddle - what Highlander does not thrill to the rasp of
snow-slushed tussock- ond dom river to milder levels and tea and
toast at the mill an hour ahead of time
ill aboard - still
ahead of time.
As we swung out on the road the mists parted
to show the face of 66 streaked with new fallen snow.
Through
Vlaipawa on the stroke of 7 and so home.
No. in party. 18.
Leader. N. Elder.
000000

Trip No. 122. Makahu Stream. 4th. May. .19 1 Q
t 7.30 the lorry left Napier with 26 members bound for Iuketitiri
and the Makahu Stream.
rc,nther conditions were doubtful with
scattered showers on the way, but all eyes turned hopefully to-

J

wards a lightening sky over the Kawekas.
This hope was fulfilled
during the day as one or two light showers occurred. Arriving at

Piketitiri, the party was royally entertained by Mr. and Mrs. Holt
A repast set before us being fit for kings.
and Mrs. McLeod.
To say we did full justice to this enticing meal would be expiessing
The lorry continued onto Thittles Farm, and the party
it mildly.
Passing a paddock a talking magpie
now 29 strong, left at 10.30
distracted members attention from the more serious business of
Max got worsted in an entertaining argument with the
tramping.

bird silkiest come hither sound in his voice beseeched the bird
The bird replied in a very raspberryish tone of
to "Come.Closer".
Max repented his request but the bird had been
voice "Wont"
shoo1ed- to such advances and asked innocently "1hy? Max was well
Following a. gently rising spur to tho top pf the Black
floored.
short
Birch, the party reached the 3600' mark just after 12
enjoyed
in
was
halt, then down to the makhu stream where lunch
comfortale sunshine for an hour, and after which a move was made
Members made, their own time downstream and the
down stream.

The country changed from
botonists found much to interest them.
rugged gorges to contrast with the gentler sheep grazing pastures
4.15 saw a general assembly round the billy at the junction of the

at 5.30 they rejoined the
makahu and the Hot Springs track
lorrya mile from the Mokaka River and arrived back in Puketitiri
The bits' hospitality was overwhelming and another
once more
sumptuous meal awaited the members and as usual the club was not
hearty vote of thanks and apprecbackward in coming forward.
A pleasant trip home neath
iation was passed to the Halt family.

a moonlight sky topped a perfect

days

No. in party. 29
Leader. Stan Craven.
Trip No. 123 Matthews Hut. No lenders report to hnd as yet.

- 11 Trip. No. 124. Kawkeka Hut. 1 and 2nd June.
A party of 16 left Hastings at 2.30 pm. on Saturday for the
Kaweka hut.
The clouds over the mountain, the weather looked
bad, but we arrived a kuripapanga about 5.15 pm. .with only a
few spots of rain. Then a hurried change. and we set off for
the hut, the leaders doing the trip in about lhours, the rest
of us straggling behind.
The weather was cloudy most of the
way necessitating the use of torches, but as the Hut was
reached the sky cleared and showed us myriads of stars.
Snow
could be faintly seen on the tops.
After a meal and a warm by
the fire, we retired to the bunks.
Next morning, after more
food most of the party left for the tops at 8 am. Three of
the members staying behind to tidy the hut, and then to climb
the Cook's Horn ridge, returning via the shingle slide. Snow
was found in patches as we neared 4915, everyone enjoying it..
There was a magnificient view of snow covered Buapehu and the

Kaimanawas. The main party went down to the Bivvy for lunch
while four members trudged on to the Trig, the view and the snow
The party returned via Cook t s
being well worth the effort.
Four of the party climbing the Horn by
Horn shingle slide.
The
way of a little rock work, then down to the Hut for tea.
main party leaving the hut about 3,,30 pm and the others at 4.20,
we arrived at the lorry after a pleasant walk under a clear sky.
The conditions all day were pleasant with sun and cool wind to
We arrived in
make climbing a pleasant way of keeping warm,
Hast ngs at 9 pm, after an uneventful trip home,

No. in Party 15.
Leader Joan Lovell Smith
000
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FUTURE TRIPS.
TRIP. NO. 125.

RUAHINE H(JT.

16th. .Tune.

Via Hollowb2ck Ridge.

LEADERS
W. HAYMAN.
PHONE' 3012,

Trip NO. 126
30th. June.

KOPUA TRIG
Early snows should

LEADER.
M. MCCORMICK

make this trip worth while
TRIP NO. 127
13, 1)

JAIK11\KA HUT.
via 66 . Shut Eye.

LEADER..
Fe SIMPSON.

